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Enzyme Technology
http://www1.lsbu.ac.uk/water/enztech/sources.html

A very wide range of sources are used for commercial enzyme production

from Actinoplanes to Zymomonas, from spinach to snake venom.

Of the hundred or so enzymes being used industrially, over a half are from fungi and yeast and 

over a third are from bacteria with the remainder divided between animal (8%) and plant (4%) 

sources. 

A very much larger number of enzymes find use in chemical analysis and clinical diagnosis. Non-

microbial sources provide a larger proportion of these, at the present time. Microbes are 

preferred to plants and animals as sources of enzymes because:

1. they are generally cheaper to produce.

2. their enzyme contents are more predictable and controllable,

3. reliable supplies of raw material of constant composition are more easily arranged, and

4. plant and animal tissues contain more potentially harmful materials than microbes, including 

phenolic compounds (from plants), endogenous enzyme inhibitors and proteases.

Attempts are being made to overcome some of these difficulties by the use of animal and plant 

cell cultures.
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thtps://www.pharmanewsonline.com/applications-of-enzymes-in-industry/

Proteases:
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proteinas em 
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- amaciamento 
de carnes

Lipases
Enzimas
Fermentação alcóolica

Todas envolvidas 
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Proteases: curtimento de couro
Celulases: Tingimento de tecidos  
Vestuário/Sapatos

Pectinases: remoção de pectina
clarificação de sucos naturais
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Figura 2. Estratégias para obtenção de modificações nas enzimas: 
evolução dirigida, design semirracional e design racional
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*Cisteína como aminoácido alvo para modificações químicas: mais exemplos
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